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The ability to detect and measure bubbles within liquids is of importance to a wide range of applications. In this paper the optical and especially the acoustic techniques appropriate to populations of stable bubbles, or gas bodies, will be examined. In a second paper, techniques appropriate to transient cavitation will be discussed. This article contains material from The Acoustic Bubble (TG Leighton), Academic Press, London, 1994.

Bubble detection is required for many industrial applications, including the preparation of molten glass or polymer solutions [1], and filling operations in the paint, food, detergent, cosmetics and pharmaceutical industries where bubbles may degrade the product [2]. In the petrochemical industry alone, bubble detection is required to optimise harvesting and transportation. Gas which had dissolved into the crude in the high pressures at the well base exsolves as the crude is brought up to surface pressures. Bubble detection in the bore may warn of high-pressure gas pockets. In hydroelectric stations, bubble detection gives warning of cavitation.

Ultrasonic probes will interact with bubbles, and can be found in the nuclear power industry [3-7], where passive acoustic emissions can be used for monitoring [8]. Ultrasonic bubble detection has other industrial applications, including fluid processing [9], pressure measurement [10], and pressure vessel monitoring [11]. Medical applications include studies of decompression sickness [12,13], and contrast echocardiography [14]. Bubbles in vivo can be detected actively [15] and passively [16-19].

Bubbles in the ocean have applications for underwater communications (eg, background noise [20], signal channeling [21], and sensing [22]); and monitoring of methane seeps, rainfall [Ref. 19 §3.7.2] and gas flux between ocean and atmosphere. More than 1000 million tonnes of atmospheric carbon dissolve into the seas each year [23]. Fluxes of carbon dioxide [24,25] and dimethylsulphide [26,27] have climatic significance [28].

A bubble in liquid will in general contain a mixture of permanent gas and vapour [9,29], and will be approximately stable over timescales where dissolution and buoyancy may be neglected if the partial pressure of the gas component roughly counterbalances the constricting pressures due to surface tension and the pressure in the surrounding liquid (which may consist of acoustic or hydrodynamic pressure perturbations superimposed upon a hydrostatic field). An acoustic field can drive it into nonlinear pulsation (termed 'stable cavitation'), which at small amplitudes approximates to the motion of a single degree of freedom linear oscillator. Shape and surface oscillations may also occur, and may be associated with microstreaming flows about the bubble. This paper discusses bubbles which, owing to the significant mass of gas contained, are approximately stable (so-called 'gas bodies'). Pt II outlines the detection of cavities which at maximum size contain insufficient gas to prevent energetic collapse ('transient cavities').

Detection techniques

These two forms of behaviour, stable and transient cavitation, can produce effects within the liquid which may be interpreted to gain information about the bubble population (Fig 1). Rapid bubble volume changes generate acoustic signals, those associated with stable gas bodies usually reflecting the characteristics of the nonlinear oscillator. Transient cavitation may generate rebound shocks, and mechanical (especially erosive) and chemical effects, the interpretation of which is sometimes less readily related to direct cavitation characteristics. Optical techniques are in contrast often readily interpreted, but are unsuitable for small bubbles, or opaque liquids or containers. Two-dimensional optical images can be difficult to relate to the volume of the bubble if it exhibits the deviations from sphericity (either oscillatory or in equilibrium shape) common in large bubbles. In contrast the pulsation resonance frequency reflects the bubble volume, and varies roughly inversely with the equilibrium radius \( R_o \), making it suitable for sizing small bubbles.

Therefore optical measurements have limited applicability, but are more readily interpreted than the erosive and chemical effects generally associated with high energy cavitation. The limitations arise through our understanding of mechanisms. Acoustic techniques represent a good compromise, and can be applied in situ to low-energy cavitation in opaque conditions.

Optical detection techniques

Optical techniques which are applied under (usually laboratory) controlled conditions include: exsolution visualisation on pressure reduction above liquids [30]; Mie scattering [35-41]; and light and electron microscopy [31-34] (resolv-
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ing radii down to 10⁻⁶m [31,34]). Holograms [42], which have resolved down to about 10⁻⁴m radius [43,44], have been taken at up to 300,000 holograms/s [45,47]. Field measurements generally afford less sophisticated techniques. At sea [48], photography of bubbles either risen onto a transparent plate [49] (though they may dissolve on rising [50]) or in situ [51] may lack the resolution to accurately count the smallest bubbles [52] and poor statistics may also have limited observations [53].

Acoustic detection techniques

Much optical detection does not require either stable or transient bubble volume change, which is generally prerequisite for erosive and chemical detection. One acoustic technique which does not require a bubble volume change is the shadowing caused by the geometrical scattering of ultrasound having a wavelength very much smaller than the bubble radius at the bubble wall, an interface of high acoustic impedance mismatch. In this way the total surface area of bubble interface in the population as a function of position within a pipe cross-section has been tomographically mapped [54].

Other acoustic techniques respond either to the bubble as a stable oscillator (though in general the amplitude of oscillation required can be much smaller than necessary for detection through damage and chemical effects), and will be discussed here. The detection of a transient cavity, which briefly attains a size much greater than equilibrium, and then collapses with the emission of rebound shocks etc., will be outlined in Pt II. These techniques are not mutually exclusive, and their invasiveness should be remembered (Fig 1).

(a) Detection through 'linear' oscillations: The efficacy of these acoustic techniques for detection of 'stable' bubbles relies on three factors: (i) the ability of the bubble to act as an oscillator which approximates to linearity at small amplitude with a well-defined resonance; (ii) the excellent coupling between the sound field and the bubble, as evidenced by the high values taken by the acoustic scattering cross section at resonance; and (iii) the ability of a bubble population to impart equivalent acoustic bulk properties to a medium. These properties are employed in most experiments which exploit the oscillator properties of the bubble (ii) and (iii) require (i) as prerequisite.

(i) The bubble as a oscillator: The natural frequency ν₀ of a spherical bubble pulsating in an inviscid liquid can be expressed as [19 §3.4.2b]

\[ \nu_0 = \frac{\omega_0}{2\pi} = \frac{1}{2\pi R_0} \sqrt{\frac{3\kappa p_0}{\rho} \left(1 + \frac{2\sigma}{p_0 R_0}\right) - \frac{2\sigma}{\rho R_0}} \]  

(1)

### Bubble history

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Acoustic emission</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Static (will dissolve unless stabilised)</td>
<td>&quot;Old age&quot; oceanic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steady growth</td>
<td>Decompression</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low amp. pulsation</td>
<td>Brooks, sea surface, though versions of...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decaying oscillation</td>
<td>Hydrodynamic, short US pulse, explosions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High amp. pulsation</td>
<td>Long US pulse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breakup on rebound</td>
<td>Short or long US pulse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**All may be modified by departures from sphericity**

- Aspherical equilibrium shape
- Shape oscillation...
- ...plus daughters
- Involution and jetting

Fig 1. Some idealised bubble histories, with examples. Non-invasive acoustic detection of static bubbles or steadily growing bubbles can only be achieved through low amplitude shadowgraphy or related techniques. Stable bubbles may undergo free or forced oscillation, and generate or scatter sound appropriately. Transient cavities grow explosively, then collapse violently, emitting a rebound shock. Shape and fragmentation features may occur. After Leighton [19].
where \( \rho \) is the liquid density, \( \sigma \) the surface tension, and \( p_0 \) the static pressure (first derived neglecting surface tension [55]). The polytropic index \( \gamma \) varies between \( \gamma \) (for the adiabatic case) and unity (isothermal processes). For macroscopic air bubbles in water under one atmosphere, equation 1 reduces to [56]:

\[
v_{b}R_{b} = 3s^{1/2}.
\]

Equation 2

Studies on injected bubbles [55,57-60] showed the underwater acoustic emission to approximate to an exponentially-decaying sinusoid typical of a lightly-damped oscillator. Such bubble signatures can be used to detect and size bubbles (Fig 2) under waterfalls [59,61], rainfall [62-65], and breaking waves [66,67]. Since the freely oscillating bubble must first be excited in order to emit in this manner when passive emissions are used for bubble detection, the signal samples not the whole population, but only those bubbles entrained during the period of observation. The acoustic detection of older bubbles, which persist but whose entrainment emissions have ceased, requires those bubbles to be further excited to radiate or scatter sound. An example of this is the exploitation of the Doppler shift on signals from the moving bubbles in blood [68], which can distinguish them from reflections from static objects. However Doppler techniques may be unable to distinguish between a single large bubble and a cluster of smaller ones [10]. Formulation of the ability of bubbles to scatter sound is most usually done using the concept of the acoustic cross-section. In the next section, such resonance scatter is examined.

(ii) Acoustic scatter from bubbles: The acoustic scattering cross-section, \( \Omega_{b}^{ac} \), is defined as the ratio of the time-averaged power scattered by the bubble from a plane wave to the intensity of that plane wave. If the bubble is assumed to be a linear oscillator, it is given by

\[
\Omega_{b}^{ac} = \frac{4\pi R_{b}^{2}}{(\omega_{0}/\omega)^{2} - 1} + (2\beta_{12}/\omega)^{2}
\]

Equation 3

in the limit \( kR_{b} << 1 \), where \( \omega_{0} \) and \( \omega = \omega k \) are the radian frequencies of the bubble resonance and the insonation frequency, respectively, and \( \beta_{12} \) is a parameter associated with the damping of the bubble [19 §4.1.2d]. For a fixed insonation frequency, this quantity is locally a sharp maximum at resonance for lightly-damped bubbles (Fig 3). Medwin [69] noted two facts which make the technique very suitable for bubble counting, provided that much larger scatterers are not present: Firstly, the scattering cross-section of a bubble is about 1000 times its geometrical cross-section at resonance, and about 10\(^{10}\) times that of a rigid sphere; and secondly the resonance frequency varies inversely with the radius if surface tension effects are negligible (equation 1), thereby facilitating the observation of small bubbles. However the approximation which is often employed, namely that only resonant bubbles scatter a given sound field, is not rigorous: There are two counter indications (Fig 3). Firstly, in conditions of finite damping, bubbles close to resonance size will contribute. Secondly, the peak at resonance is only a local minimum, such that bubbles much larger than resonance can scatter to a greater degree than those at resonance. The scattering by resonant bubbles is due to the strong coupling with the incident wave, as manifested by the large amplitude of wall pulsation. Much larger bubbles in contrast pulsate to a negligible degree: in the limit of the bubble size being much larger than the acoustic wavelength, the process is geometric, the bubbles generating acoustic shadows. It should be remembered that the formulation of equation 3 is for the linear limit; in many cases where acoustic techniques are deployed in this manner, in order to generate a sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio the sound field is strong enough to impart a degree of nonlinearity into the bubble oscillation.

Studies which have exploited the enhanced scattering from resonant bubbles include both oceanic sonar studies [70,71] employing frequencies up to about 200kHz, and medical studies involving ultrasound of higher frequency. Decompression bubbles have been imaged [72]; the returning echo strength at 7.5MHz in vivo in humans, fish, and guinea pigs has been taken to be a measure of the bubble size (calibrated through comparison of microscopic and ultrasonic measurements on bubbles in water, gelatin,
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and transparent fish) [73]. However small bubbles close together scattered incoherently such that they could not be distinguished from single, larger bubbles.

By the early 1980's there was evidence of ultrasonically-generated cavitation effects in vivo [74-76]. Ter Haar et al. [77-79] employed a pulse-echo ultrasonic B-scan system to detect bubbles generated in vivo in the hind limbs of guinea pigs in response to 0.75 MHz insonation by continuouswave or 1:1 duty cycle pulsed ultrasound from a commercial therapy device. The minimum detectable bubble radius of this system was about 5μm [80]. It was not able to distinguish between individual large bubbles and tight clusters of smaller bubbles separated by less than the resolution of the system [77], and no accurate measurements of bubble size could be made [80].

Fowlkes et al. [81] generated bubbles in excised canine urinary bladders which were sealed within a bag of degassed saline solution and then placed in a bath of degassed water at the common focus of a 555 kHz transducer and a brass reflector. The bubbles were visualized on a diagnostic ultrasound scanner with a 5 MHz in-line mechanical scanhead. Pressure amplitudes as great as 10-20 bars were used to generate the largest bubbles detected which, from their rise times, had estimated radii of 50-70μm. These bubbles, being very much larger than resonances, were probably generated through coalescence in the standing-wave field in the bladder. As regards detection of the smaller bubbles, the inability to distinguish bubble echo from artefacts caused by the reverberant field within the bladder set resolution limits.

Bleeker et al. [82] used the attenuation coefficient, sound speed and backscatter coefficients at 5 and 7.5 MHz to examine a controlled population of Albunex® spheres, a commercial echo-contrast agent for clinical applications, which consists of microbubbles in the size range 0.5μm<R<5μm stabilised against dissolution by a shell approximately 28nm thick made of coagulated human serum albumin.

Exploitation of the resonance featured explicitly in the 1977 study of Fairbank and Scully [83], who examined the emitted scattered signal from bubbles, assumed to be at resonance, subjected to broad band ultrasound (from 100kHz to 1 MHz). They proposed using this technique in order to measure blood pressure changes in inaccessible regions of the heart through the resulting changes in the equilibrium volumes of injected bubbles. However resonance techniques are not ideal. Simulations of common methods of bubble sizing through resonance techniques for hypothetical bubble size distributions by Commander and Moritz [84] suggests that the number of bubbles having R<50μm can be significantly overestimated. More thorough analyses of data are required to compensate (see, for example, Commander et al. [85]).

(ii) Equivalent bulk properties: Techniques which exploit the ability of a bubble population to impart equivalent bulk properties to a volume of the medium through which it is evenly distributed are generally interpreted through an analysis which suffers the same inherent limitations as the above technique, in that linear theory is employed in the interpretation, and in that it is assumed that only resonant bubbles contribute. However, they enable measurements to be made in the limit of high population densities, where most other techniques are inapplicable. An example of such a bulk parameter is the sound speed, which for longitudinal waves in a continuum depends on the square root of the ratio of bulk modulus and the density. The addition of bubbles to a liquid reduces the bulk modulus (or, equivalently, increases the compressibility) of the resulting mixture when it in turn is viewed as a continuum, to a far greater extent than it reduces the density. Therefore the sound speed falls to less than that of the bubble-free liquid (c), and in a sufficiently bubbly mixture can be less than that of the gas phase alone (owing to the contribution of the liquid phase to the density). If there is a distribution of bubble sizes within the cloud, such that n(r,μ)dr is the number of bubbles per unit volume at depth μ having radii between R and R+dr, the speed of sound c is a function of both the depth and the acoustic frequency:

\[ c(z,\omega) = \left[ 1 - (2\pi c)^2 \int_{0}^{\infty} \frac{R_{0}^{2}}{R_{0}^{2} + (\omega / (\omega^{2} - 1))^{2} + d} \right]^{1/2} n(r,\mu)d\mu, \]

where d is a dimensionless damping parameter [19 §4.1.2c; 86]. An example of an acoustic device which exploits such bulk properties is the simple resonator of Medwin and Breitz [87,88]; the resonance frequencies of the device when it is filled with bubbly liquid are less than those when it is bubble-free as a result of the reduced sound speed; similarly the widths of the resonances are broadened since the bubbles introduce greater dissipation. Such dissipation increases attenuation, which has been used to monitor ocean bubble population in situ [69]. The study included measurements of scattering and phase velocity, though dispersion was too small to measure accurately.

To insonate a sample of bubbly liquid at a frequency \( \omega \), and assume that variations in the signal at \( \omega \) are caused by bubbles resonant with the frequency \( \omega \), is to assume that the signal is yielding information about resonant bubbles only. However the resonance peak is only a local, and not a global, maximum (Fig. 3): The signal at \( \omega \) may be affected by other than resonant bubbles, and interpretation in terms of resonant bubbles only may be incorrect. This problem will not occur if the monitored signal is a global maximum at resonance, as occurs with certain signals that arise through nonlinear interactions.

(b) Detection through nonlinear oscillations: Detection through the second harmonic emission. The bubble is, at finite amplitude, a nonlinear oscillator [89-91], and at low insonation powers generation of the second harmonic signal gives a global maximum at resonance [92]. This generation is illustrated through a simple power series expansion of the force/response relationship in the bubble oscillator. The general response Y of a bubble (which may correspond to the wall motion) is then a power series of the driving force f, for example,

\[ Y(t) = s_{0} + s_{1}f(t) + s_{2}f^{2}(t) + s_{3}f^{3}(t) + \ldots, \]

Substitution of a single-frequency driving force (the acoustic pressure) of \( f(t) = P_{0}\cos\omega t \) into equation 4 will produce a harmonic at twice the driving frequency through the quadratic term, since \( 2\cos^{2}\omega t = 1 + \cos2\omega t \). On the assumption that, the closer to resonance, the higher the amplitude of oscillation, and so the stronger the output of the second harmonic, detection of this signal indicates the presence of a resonant bubble.

The "resonant bubble detector" (RBD) [93] used two transducers, a 1.64MHz emitter (0.12W cm⁻²) and a 3.28MHz receiver, mounted with suitable acoustic ab-
sorber, their axes perpendicular to each other and to the 4mm diameter tube containing the flowing liquid that was to be investigated. The detector, tuned to twice the emitter frequency, was sensitive to bubbles sizes resonant with the emitter \(R_p = 2.1\mu m\) for 1.64MHz. Miller et al. [94] used a larger, modified detector such that the interrogated region was 7.4mm from each transducer, with the emitter operating at 0.89 or 1.7MHz. Miller [93] tested the device for two bubble sizes in water: the second harmonic emitted by resonant bubbles (produced by electrolysis) was 43 times stronger than that produced by injected bubbles of 250\(\mu m\) radius. By comparison the fundamental emission from the resonant bubbles was 0.02 times that from the larger bubbles.

Miller et al. [94] were able to semi-quantitatively detect bubbles produced by upstream ultrasonic cavitation, and by hydrodynamic cavitation at a detector tip, though they speculate that coalescence and radiation forces may have affected the population, and the detector responded to some bubbles which were up to 25% larger or smaller than resonant. In 1985 Gross et al. [18] were unable to detect bubbles downstream from the aorta when canine hearts were and were not resonated. In 1984 Vacher et al. [95] produced a similar bubble detector, though the frequency of interrogation (and therefore the size of bubble that was resonant) could be swept, the detector frequency being constantly twice that of the emitter. Spatial resolution is poor with the second harmonic technique [10]. Another drawback is that the second harmonic may arise through nonlinear effects when sound propagates through even bubble-free water [96,97].

**Detection through combination frequencies:** The power series model of the bubble as a nonlinear oscillator (equation 4) can be used to illustrate how the use of two insonating frequencies can detect and size bubbles. If the driving force consists of the sum of two coherent forces of different frequency, i.e.

\[
f = P(t) = P_1 \cos \omega_1 t + P_2 \cos \omega_2 t.
\]

where \(\omega_2 > \omega_1\) (the presence of phase constants would not alter the general result) the quadratic component contains a term which can be expanded to generate the sum and difference frequencies:

\[
2P_1P_2 \cos \omega_2 t \cos \omega_1 t = P_1^2 \cos \omega_1 t + P_2^2 \cos \omega_2 t + (P_1 P_2) \cos (\omega_1 - \omega_2) t.
\]

Newhouse and Shankar [98] describe the sizing process using the scattered signals generated when a bubble is insonated with a 'pump' frequency \(\omega_1\) and an 'imaging' frequency \(\omega_2\). Experimentally, Shankar et al. [10] used a 2.25MHz 'imaging' beam, the pump signal being scanned across the frequency domain where the bubble resonance could reasonably be expected to lie. When the pump frequency is far from the bubble resonance, the bubble response is of small amplitude and it approximates to a linear oscillator. In that situation, therefore, no sum- and difference-frequencies are detected. When \(\omega_1\) is near the bubble resonance, the amplitude of oscillation of the bubble wall is large. The bubble oscillations are nonlinear, and they scatter sound nonlinearly. As with the second harmonic, these combination frequencies exhibit a global maximum at resonance, and Shankar et al. [10] therefore took the frequency of the pump signal when the sum- and difference-frequencies \((\omega_1 \pm \omega_2)\) are detected to be the bubble resonance, and so had a measure of the bubble size.

Geometrical screening of smaller bubbles by larger ones may occur [99]. Clinical echocontrast bubbles [100,101] and cylindrical gas pockets trapped in hydrophobic pores [102-105] of \(\mu m\) size have been sized. The fractional Doppler shift, \(f_{Doppler}\) in the received signal (the detected frequencies including \(\omega_1, \omega_2, \omega_1 \pm \omega_2, (1 + f_{Doppler}) \omega_1, (1 + f_{Doppler}) \omega_2\)) can give bubbles size, direction, number density and speed information [106], and ranges when pulsed [107], giving lateral and longitudinal resolution of better than 1mm. Bubbles acting in structured populations may give rise to combination frequencies [90,108].

The nonlinear oscillations of strongly-driven bubbles can give rise to subharmonic emissions (Fig 4). Though the power series expansion given in equation 4 will not predict subharmonics, an expansion based on Fourier series expansion or perturbation methods will do so [109]. These too can combine with an imaging frequency when a bubble is insonated at \(\omega_1\) and \(\omega_2\), the detected signals including frequencies at \(\omega_1 \pm \omega_2\) in addition to \(\omega_1, \omega_2, \omega_1 \pm \omega_2\) and higher-order signals [110,111]. The highly nonlinear nature of the subharmonic emission suggested that, if excited, it would be a very sensitive indicator of the bubble resonance, and this was confirmed by analysis and comparison of the

---

**Figure 4:** The spectrum of the acoustic scattered waves from a bubble insonated at resonance \((\omega_0/2\pi = 2kHz)\). Harmonics \(2\omega_p, 3\omega_0\), a subharmonic \((\omega_p/2)\), and ultraharmonics \((3\omega_0/2, 5\omega_0/2)\) are shown.

September 1994
emissions at the various frequencies. Fig. 5 shows a mesh plot resulting from insonation of a bubble with an imaging frequency of 1.1 MHz and a pump frequency of amplitude 58 Pa. The pump signal is incremented in 25 Hz steps, and for each setting the high-frequency emissions from the bubble are noted: the axes therefore correspond to the pump frequency setting, and the positive difference in Hz between the returned spectral components and the imaging frequency. The bubble resonance (2125 Hz) is clearly indicated by the signals at $\omega_1 + \omega_2$, $\omega_3 + \omega_2$, $\omega_1 + 2\omega_2$, and $\omega_1 + 3\omega_2/2$; however, the $\omega_1 + \omega_2$ signal contains significant off-resonance components. The $\omega_1 + \omega_2/2$ signal may be a better sizing tool than $\omega_1 + \omega_2$, as it is sharper and cannot be excited through non-bubble mechanisms, such as direct coupling of the transducers [112,113] and turbulence [114,115].

Strong response at $\omega_1 - \omega_2$ and $\omega_3 + \omega_2$ may occur when a bubble of breathing-mode resonance $\omega_3$ is excited by a single pump wave of frequency $\omega_2$; and for insonation by two incident signals at $\omega_1$ and $\omega_2$, which excite resonant oscillations in the bubble when $\omega_1 - \omega_2 = \omega_3$ [91]. A third signal, $\omega_3$, incident on the bubble will cause signals at a frequency $\omega_3 \pm \omega_2$ to be generated. Providing none of $\omega_1$, $\omega_2$, $\omega_3$, or $(\omega_1 \pm \omega_2)$ are close to a bubble resonance, this method could be used to size a population [116]. Techniques for the detection of solitary bubbles, based on observing the nonlinear response of a bubble excited by two sound waves, where the difference between the two wave frequencies is equal to the resonance frequency, has been developed [117,118]. Naugol'nykh and Rybak [119] monitored resonance scattering of bubbles, using a secondary, low-frequency signal (that is, lower than the bubble resonance) to shift the bubble resonance and induce a lower-frequency modulation on the scattered signal. The percentage modulation being proportional to the derivative of the bubble-radius distribution function. Naugol'nykh and Rybak predict that the distribution could be reconstructed from the scattered signal.

**Conclusions**

There are a variety of methods that may be employed for the detection of stable bubbles. Whilst optical techniques can readily be interpreted (to give, for example, bubble shape) they are difficult to use in opaque environments and most give two-dimensional images. Apart from shadowgraphy, the acoustic techniques described all fundamentally rely on exploiting the bubble as a resonator. Whilst passive emissions can be used to determine the population upon entrainment, other techniques are required to examine the bubbles at a later time. All have advantages and disadvantages, particularly as regards the possibilities of the desired signal being extractable from bubbles other than resonant size, and even in the absence of any bubbles. Whilst the subharmonic sum- and difference-technique has not demonstrated this drawback, the generation of the signal relies on a high degree of nonlinearity which makes its amplitude variable. Full and complete sizing of a given bubble population may well be achievable only through combination of a range of these cross-calibrated techniques. Consideration must be given to the invasiveness of finite amplitude acoustic fields when incident on bubble undergoing stable oscillation. Such fields can alter the distribution and size spectrum of the bubble population through radiation forces, rectified diffusion, and by inducing bubble fragmentation and coalescence [19 Chapter 4].
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